Traditional reconstructive methods can fail in achieving a good functional and aesthetic outcome in patients with extensive defects, involving multiple layers of functional tissue, often necessitating numerous, and staged, surgical interventions with unsatisfactory results. Transplantation of vascularized composite allografts(VCA) opened a new, promising era in reconstructive surgery, offering a unique restorative opportunity for those complex situations.
In order to extend VCA indications, further studies are needed to develop less toxic immunosuppressive regimens and possibly achieve donor-specific tolerance, the ideal situation in transplantation.
Extensively burned patients, especially of the face and cervical region, having severe mutilations and also unilateral or bilateral hand amputations, like after high voltage electric injuries, present functional and aesthetic deficits, with devastating impact on their quality of life and, constituting potential candidates for receiving a vascularized composite allotransplantation, as the only reconstructive solution.
With this paper, we discuss the indications and limits, from clinical and immunological perspectives, of the consideration of VCA as surgical option for burn patients with complex tissue defects, impossible to approach by conventional techniques. .Consensus is lacking on the best approach to evaluate burn area. Some methods may impair healing by repeated contact (contact tracing planimetry) or require expensive equipment and slow learning curves (3D Digital planimetry, stereo photogrammetry). Simple, cheap, precise and reproducible method is required. Herein, tattoo and ImageJ are evaluated for burn area measuring in rats model.
STANDARDIZED METHOD FOR

METHODS:
15 rats were divided in 3 groups. Intermediate burn wounds were inflicted using steam under pressure. Tattoo equipment is handheld machine GDJ-412 generic model of with 5RL needle and Starbrite Tribal Black ink. Rats received bilaterally on their back:Group 1-control tattoo;Group 2-burn+tattoo;Group 3-burn (left side), burn+tattoo (right side). Macroscopic changes and histology (H&E and Pearls stains) were documented for 22 days. Wound area and burn healing were analyzed with ImageJ for photographs and statistics method ANOVA.
RESULTS:
Ink was present in all samples throughout follow-up. Tattoo neither overlapped burn area, nor affected wound healing. The wound contraction was 8.8% on day 7 and 12.6% on day 22. Unhealed surface decreased with 34% in tattooed burn areas. In no tattoo rats the examiners significantly failed to measure wound contracture and healing(p<0.05).
CONCLUSIONS:
The described method for burn surface area measuring is accurate, costeffective, reproducible and accessible. Tattooing is an inert, non-toxic, inexpensive technique,
